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изкуството и живота – същата ръка, която дви-
жи куклата, може до безкрайност да бута пръст-
та отново в дупката . С едно единствено движе-
ние на пръста си . Пръстта на земята и пръстът 
на човека в неутолима битка за оцеляване . И 
двете свързани завинаги в една меланхолична 
сплав .

Музиката на живо, съчетаваща популярни 
френски шансони и балкански фолклор, засилва 
усещането за преливане на смисъла и смесване-
то на емоциите . Това ярко наслагване на звуци и 
мелодии създава усещането за някаква необоз-
рима космичност на човешкото съществуване, 
отвъд неговите граници, отвъд съзнателното му 
живеене и присъствие на Земята . Хронолог е 
малка извадка от човешкия живот, той е театра-
лен опит да се овековечи в един миг необясни-
мостта на този дивашки кръговрат . Ето някои 
думи, написани дни след гледането на „Хронолог“, 
парче от смачкан тефтер:

„Нямам представа какво точно означава ду-
мата „хронолог“. Не я потърсих в речника. Имам 
някаква бегла идея, или по-точно нося собствено 
усещане за това как изглежда, как се държи, има 
ли възпитани обноски. Чувам я как звучи, езикът 
ми прави няколко подскока и после се прибира на 
топло, докато я изричам. При всички положения 
хронолог е нещо, което обикаля света, търси ис-
тината за неща, които нямат реално предназна-
чение. Най-често неизричани желания, сънища 
със странни герои, мечти отвъд земята на чове-
ците. Хронолог може да бъде и дума, която участ-
ва деликатно и ненатрапчиво в света на изкус-
твото. Изборът на жанр и стил е без значение.

Хронолог е изследване на възможностите на 
актьора в непосредственото раждане на спек-
такъла точно в дадения миг. Той е проучване на 
присъствието на публиката в тоталната ѝ 
близост с почти свещеното полагане на сценич-
ното действие тук и сега. Той е и лаборатория 
за измисляне на театър, в която участниците 
са всички, които са останали в стаята, залата, 
пространството. Драматургията е бегло и де-

ликатно набелязване на точки от изкривената 
плоскост, по която се движат малките кукли. 
Тя може да е всяка невидима дума, която прово-
кира актьорите да раздвижат куклите по плос-
костта и да възникне между тях тишина,  
прииждаща от осветлението, тайнството на 
движението на същите кукли, силата на мета-
форите пръст, хартия, вода, дърво.

Хронолог е застиналост и придвижване едно-
временно, театър и игра, реалност и вълшеб-
ство. Публиката си позволява да надникне при-
таено и с любопитство в зоната на случване на 
тази миниатюрна куклена поезия – без конкре-
тен сюжет, без реплики, без конфликт.

Хронолог е отгатване на емоция, чувство, 
мисъл, тема, посока. Той е бягство от скучност-
та на познаваемото, видимото, показващото се 
в театъра. Той е движеща се изложба, която 
импровизира с преексплоатирани сцени от жи-
вота ни, с човешки състояния като тъга, само-
та, разочорование, с повтаряемостта на еже-
дневните битки, с невъзможността да се живее 
по-пълноценно. Той е миниработилница за иро-
ния и вглеждането отблизо на един малък свят, 
където интимността на изкуството надделява 
над рутината на живеенето и го превръща в 
чувствително изживяване на мига“.

A chronologist between Nice and Vidin – 
far away from time
Katerina Georgieva

The show was part of the cultural programme of the 
Bulgarian Euro-Presidency and was created in terms of 
the project “A chronologist – storyteller about time”, joint 
production of Vidin Puppet Theater and Puppet Theater 
“De la mousse” in Nice (France). Director and stage de-
signer – Ezequiel Garcia Romeu, playwright – Laurent 
Kayion, sound environment – Angel Simitchiev, live mu-
sic Joro Ivanov. Cast: Iroslav Petkov, Hristo Ivanov, 
Margarita Kostova, Teodora Rashed, Plamen Kanev. The 

premiere took place on the 12th of April 2018 in Vidin. It 
was also played in the French Cultural Institute in Sofia, 
located on the Slaveykov Square. 

“A chronologist” presented an adventure through 
Vidin and France, which should have received better 
coverage in the field of culture . A project, which based 
its origins somewhere in the far North West of Bulgaria, 
which in fact was seen as very embarrassing by the 
theatric critics, and compared to a show in Lyulin, a 
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of earth and the finger of human – being in a relentless 
battle for survival . And both of them connected forever, 
together in a melancholic fusion . 

The live music, combining popular French chan-
sons and Balkan folklore, increased the feeling of 
senses overfilling and the mixture of emotions . This 
clear overlay of sounds and melodies created the feeling 
of an unseen cosmic reflection of the human existence, 
beyond its limits, beyond its conscious living and pres-
ence on Earth . “A chronologist” was a small extraction 
of human life . It was a theatric attempt to perpetuate 
the inexplicability of a wild life circle in one single mo-
ment . Here are some words, written days after seeing 
“A chronologist”, a piece of a crushed up notebook: 

 “I have no idea what exactly the word “chronologist” 
means. I did not search in the dictionary. I have a vague 
idea or I simply have my own feeling of how the chro-
nologist looks, acts, whether he has kind manners or not. 
I hear how this word sounds, my tongue leaps several 
times in my mouth and then it stops, until I pronounce it. 
However, the chronologist is something which goes 
around the world and searches the truth about things, 
which do not have a real destination. Most often, these 
things are unspoken desires, dreams of strange heroes, 
and dreams beyond the human earth. The chronologist 
might also be a word, which participates delicately and 
unobtrusively in the world of art. The choice of genre and 
style does not matter.

“A Chronologist” is a research of the possibilities of an 
actor into the immediate creation of the show in a spe-
cific moment. It is a research of the presence of the audi-
ence in its total closeness with the almost sacred laying of 
stage action now and here. It is also a laboratory for 
theater invention, in which the participants are all the 
people left in the room, the hall, the space. The drama-
turgy is vague and delicate tracing points on the curved 
surface, on which the little puppets move. The drama-
turgy can be any invisible word, which provokes the ac-
tors to move their puppets on the surface and provokes 
silence between them, it can be coming from the lights, 
from the mystery of the movement of these puppets, the 
power of the metaphors soil, paper, water, wood. 

“A Chronologist” is a stop and movement at the same 
time, theater and play, reality and magic. The audience 
dares to look secretly and curiously into the zone of hap-
pening of this miniature puppet poetry – with no specific 

plot, with no cues, with no conflict. 
“A chronologist” is a guessing of emo-

tion, feeling, thought, topic, direction. It is 
an escape from familiar, visible and showed 
things in theatre. It is a moving exhibition, 
which improvises with overexploited scenes 
from our lives, with human conditions such 
as sadness, solitude, deception, with the 
repeatability of the everyday battles, with 
the impossibility to live more efficiently. It is 
a mini workshop of irony and the close 
viewing of a small world, in which the inti-
macy of art surpasses the routine of living 
and makes it a sensible experience of the 
moment.”
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neighborhood of Sofia, famous for its distant location 
from the city center . The project, which had launched 
relations of interaction with France, definitely pro-
voked my professional curiosity . And so, one day I ap-
peared in front of the French Institute, located on 
Slaveykov Square . I looked around for colleagues, the 
noisy theatric bohemia of Sofia, but I saw just a few of 
them . I was wondering how the crowds were gathering, 
but then that was a different philosophic issue, and I 
approached Bogdana Kosturkova, with a smile on my 
face . Polly Trifonova was walking around the people 
she knew, showing inspiration, but also a little anxiety 
while she was waving her cigarette, her eternal and 
unchanging weapon, and also a requisite . Since I knew 
her wild temper and impatience to the routine, I was 
prepared for surprises . The place on the second floor 
was spacious; actors were walking casually among the 
audience and communicating . The things that we were 
going to see were not exactly a show in its classical 
form, but sharing . Sharing with the audience – con-
cerning the birth of the show and its creative arising .

“Chronologist” is something which we could call 
just a “performance” nowadays . Its equivalent in 
Bulgarian sounds quite simpler, and because of that we 
avoid it . A presentation and playing, a totality of theat-
ric presence and sincerity – these were the basic mo-
tives of the chronologic experience formation . The ac-
tors were preparing themselves in front of the audience; 
they were talking to each other, passing each other 
stage properties and asking if they were ready . The big 
table was covered by nylon . The actors, standing by the 
four sides of the table, were ascending and descending 
the nylon . The sails were tightened and then appeased . 
They could start . Since then we were going to experi-
ence an event, which could be hard to be narrated in 
correct order . We were involved in a miniature, but 
severe world, in which the puppets looked as if they 
were made of mud and soil . The theatric decor resem-
bled an abandoned wasteland, a dry land, forgotten by 
the civilization, in which each single etude was played . 
The dramaturgy was fragmented poetry, which pre-
sented different moments from people’s lives in move-
ment, which looked like standstill . In the base of each 
piece lied the infinite repetitiveness, no matter what 
puppets tried to do, the opposite happened . Each game, 
each action, aiming to a final result, was being sarcasti-
cally defeated by an invisible power and the small hu-
man being had to start all over again . The chronologist 
there was like the circle, the vital labyrinth, in which 
our initial desire of happiness turned into a series of 
actions with no visible way out . Action-inaction, pres-
ence-absence, logic-chaos . For me one of the most ex-
citing etudes was digging of the soil – a little puppet, 
which was digging diligently, and the hand of the actor, 
the human hand was bringing the soil back into the 
hole . Again and again . The hand, which was digging 
and the hand, which was bringing back . The hand, 
which created and the hand, which destroyed . A meta-
phor of art and life – the hand, which was moving the 
puppet, could bring the soil into the hole forever and 
ever . With just a single movement of its finger . The soil 
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